Thank you to all who helped Mourning Hope open its doors to even more families through contributions of all sizes to our Capital Campaign.

IN MEMORY OF
John Doe
Jack & Jane
Johnson Family

Please select your donation level and write your preferred tile text in the space provided below.

LEVEL 1 | $9,999–$5,000
Center Sun or Solid Yellow Design, Single Donor

LEVEL 2 | $4,999–$2,500
Solid Purple Design, Single Donor

75 characters, including spaces. Dashed lines represent available spaces on each line of the tile.
### LEVEL 3 | $2,499–$1,000
Triangle Design (colors vary) – Central Location
Single Donor

- **IN MEMORY OF**
- **IN HONOR OF**

58 characters, including spaces. Dashed lines represent available spaces on each line of the tile.

### LEVEL 4 | $999–$500
Triangle Design (colors vary) – Exterior Location
Single Donor

- **IN MEMORY OF**
- **IN HONOR OF**

58 characters, including spaces. Dashed lines represent available spaces on each line of the tile.

### LEVEL 5 | $499–$250
Triangle Design (colors vary) – Exterior Location
Shared, Two-Donor Tile

- **IN MEMORY OF**
- **IN HONOR OF**

36 characters, including spaces. Dashed lines represent available spaces on each line of the tile.